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The Anglo-American School of Moscow empowers each student to:
• Respect self and others,
• Love learning,
• and Contribute as a globally aware citizen
in order to achieve individual academic and holistic excellence.
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AAS Introduction

Introduction
There are projects and then there are projects.
For the last year, AAS Design Teams have worked
diligently to research, analyze, develop, facilitate
understanding, lead, and produce proposals
with the power of positively impacting student
learning as never before. The teams have engaged in a transformative level of learning that
has led to admirable accomplishment.

This package is presented to the newly formed AAS Strategy Partners as the official report of the strategic work
outcomes accomplished from August 2016 to April 2017 by the administrative team and the design teams. The
details provided in this brief are designed to provide an overview of progress towards the implementation
of Impacts: Self-directed Learner, Thinking Skills, Social Intelligence, and Global Mindedness, and their corresponding Performance Areas, those desired learning goals that act to further describe Impacts ‘in action’. This
package also reports on the research and development work carried out by our newly formed Design Teams:
Application & Transfer, Flexible Space, Personalized Learning Plans, Tech for Teaching & Learning, and Digital Systems which have led to the proposals outlined for consideration as the goals and actions for the 2017-2018
school year. Projected “design briefs” for subsequent, supplemental design team work for next year will be
crafted by year’s end in preparation for the next round of research and development.

Melissa Schaub
Director of Learning
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AAS Strategic Focus

Strategic Focus - Learning at AAS
2016-2017
As the AAS Strategic Plan 2011-16 entered its final year of action towards key strategies related to enhancing
student learning, the AAS Core Planning Team gave the greatest challenge, yet gift, to the Learning Strategy
team, “Develop the next phase of Personalized Learning: Design an expanded vision for personalized learning
that articulates new paradigms for meeting 21st century student needs, using a focused ‘think team’ approach.”
The original goal and purpose behind choosing personalized learning as the Learning Strategy was noble, correct and current with the most up-to-date research and trends in education. Good intention and the efforts of
the committee driving the strategy provided a foundation for the approach as a methodology at AAS, yet, there
was still a stagnation in terms of practice and more importantly, student benefit. The Personalized Learning
Design Team went into high gear and with the support of an outside consultant refocused efforts toward the
strategic work and Learning at AAS emerged. A gift of opportunity.
Learning at AAS is the school’s embodiment of the Mission in action during this century of change, shift and
evolution. As a strategy, it embraces research and development, design thinking, and the knowledge and courage needed to align our systems and curriculum to our learners in this modern world in which they live, as
well as, the one that lies ahead with less clarity and predictability. It seeks to act upon the urgency required to
change our current concept of school and therefore, promises to:
• embed the overarching, transferable goals called Impacts:

Impacts are the
overarching,
transferable goals for
our AAS Students.

Self-directed Learner, Thinking Skills, Social Intelligence, and
Global Mindedness, into the curriculum and learning experiences
to provide THE dispositions and cognitive skills needed most to
succeed in today’s world.
• prepare for the shifts required to enter into a ‘reimagination’
of school that creates an environment designed to personalize
learning through application and transfer of understanding,
knowledge and skill, flexible space and schedules, the use of personalized learning plans and an intentional use of technology.
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AAS Strategic Focus
On one side are the centuries old traditions, expectations, and
practices of a system of education and school created for another
time, but still deeply rooted in our various cultural fabrics. On the
other side is a fast-changing and expanding new story of learning
in a globally-minded networked world, one marked by new opportunities and complex challenges, driven by the
increasingly ubiquitous technologies that connect us.1
1

10 Principals for Schools of Modern Learning: The Urgent Case for

Reimagining Today’s Schools, Will Ricardson and Bruce Dixon.

Our proactive response to a changing world is non-negotiable for the students we serve. While AAS proudly
maintains a strong reputation for being a good school, we have a moral obligation to constantly question our
approaches and to look outside of ourselves to ensure that we are conscientiously and strategically preparing our learners for the future that awaits. Failing to do so will catch up quickly and leave us behind in these
fast-changing times. While we may hold the ‘classical’ with purpose, we can no longer rely on traditional education methods which defined an age gone by and a profile of student who no longer attends our schools. We
know better now.
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AAS Goals and Strategic Actions

Goals and Strategic Actions
At the heart of Learning at AAS is the student body we serve. With students in the center, we aim to reach our
mission through the development of the transformational goals called Impacts. These Impacts include Self-directed Learner, Thinking Skills, Social Intelligence, and Global Mindedness, are dispositions and cognitive
skills that support and enhance academic understanding, knowledge and skill, and have emerged as critical to
the success of students as they develop and prepare to engage in their worlds as accomplished adults.
Each Impact is supported by an assessment framework that breaks down the facets of the Impact into observable and measureable behaviors. These include Performance Areas and Indicators. This year’s operational level
focus was to build an understanding across stakeholder groups of the Impacts. (See Impacts and Performance
Areas on pages 7-8.)

In order for our students to reach these higher level, transferrable goals, called Impacts, AAS has determined
that personalizing learning is the preferred approach that will lead them forward in the most meaningful and
effective manner. The elements identified by AAS as being the most influential in the personalization of learning include Application & Transfer, Flexible Space, Voice & Choice, Personalized Learning Plans, and Technology. Design Teams have been formed to engage in the research and development associated with each of the
elements to better determine the shifts, modifications and changes that we must consider in order to provide
the ideal learning environment of personalization.
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AAS Goals
and Strategic Actions
Introduction
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AAS Goals andAAS
Strategic
Actions
Introduction

Impacts and Performance Areas
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AAS Goals and Strategic Actions

Learning at AAS is the first strategy plan of a new, agile strategy planning process that replaced the previous
‘five-year strategic plan’. Born from the work of the Personalized Learning Design Team it raised two specific
areas of focus that fit into two specific phases, Implementation and Design, associated with this process:

Implementation Phase
Goal: Implementation of Impacts
With the establishment of the Impacts of Self-directed Learner, Thinking Skills, Social Intelligence and Global-mindedness and the more detailed breakdown of each called Performance Areas, a plan was put in place to
spend the 2016-17 year immersing the AAS community into developing an understanding of the role, connecting and integrating these transferrable goals essential to our students growth and development as learners.
The following key entry points formed the operational work of the divisional Principals, their faculties and the
Office of Learning. Described are the actions taken, accomplishments made and the next steps projected for
the 2017-18 school year.

Entry
Points

1.

Teacher Professional Development of Impacts.

Division

Actions Taken 2016-17

Next Steps 2017-2018

ES

Monthly Faculty Impact Focus (FIF) Wednesdays •

Continue to develop community understand-

MS

were created across all divisions to engage teach-

ing of Impacts for teachers, students and par-

HS

ers in focused efforts on building deeper under-

ents through professional learning experienc-

SP

standing of Impacts which included:

es as well as hands-on practice

•

Collaborative work with teams to ‘unpack’ and •
make meaning of Impacts, Performance Areas
and Indicators

•

•

(PYP) elements and the Impacts by ES faculty •
and the leadership team

Develop opportunities, tasks, and assess-

Teacher-prepared presentations (videos, skits,

and development

etc.) as part of a kick-off opportunity to intro- •
duce Impacts to students in Middle and High

Upload Impacts into Learning Board in order

Middle School electives are currently under
a link to Impacts
Exploration of ‘Grafting’ or linking Impacts directly into units and lesson planning to provide
opportunities to develop understanding of the
skills and dispositions as linked to curriculum
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Develop clear indicators of Impacts and Performance Areas in action

consideration for key shifts in both content and
•

pacts as essential goals

Crosswalks between Primary Years Program

School
•

•

Plan units and learning engagements with Im-

ments to collect evidence of Impact growth

to gather baseline data

AAS Goals and Strategic Actions
Entry
Points

2.

Division
MS

HS

Shift Advisory to Impact Focus
Actions Taken 2016-17

Next Steps 2017-2018

Grade Level Leaders (GLLs) from all grades •

Continue to prototype models for how the Im-

worked together to link the natural connection

pacts become part of Advisory focus

of Impacts to the scope of sequence of Advisory •
curriculum.
•

Graft Impacts into Core Curriculum and Electives

This work led a few GLLs to independently try to

for teachers and students

prototype project-based learning experiences •
within an Advisory unit to provide an opportu•
nity for the Impact(s) to be in focus.

Seek feedback from students

A Grade Level Leader (GLL) was chosen to coor- •

Continue to prototype models for how the Im-

dinate the team’s efforts to implement Impacts

pacts become part of Advisory focus

into the Advisory program
One distinct Impact was assigned to each grade
level; students were asked to engage in a specific project embedded in an authentic AAS

Continue to develop understanding of Impacts

Include Advisory as part of the Learning Board
structure

•

Graft Impacts into Core Curriculum and Electives

•

Continue to develop understanding of Impacts
for teachers and students

•

learning experience to grow their own under- •
standing of impacts and to be able to Identify

Seek feedback from students
Include Advisory as part of the Learning Board
structure

them ‘in action

Entry
Points

3. Increase Options for Voice & Choice : Goal-setting to Impacts, Open
Inquiry, ePortfolios

Division
ES

Actions Taken 2016-2017

Next Steps 2017-2018

A selection of elementary teams were set team •

Divisional goals will include embedding Impacts

goals related to Impacts with specific focus

into curriculum unit planning

on ‘developing Self-Directed Learners’.

They

have engaged in professional learning together

•

ble space and time for further research into po-

across a variety of capacities to support their

tential program changes that incorporate student

work.

voice and choice

‘Set time’ for open inquiry was researched. •
It was determined that implementation was

Both Pre-kinder and Kindergarten classes reshaped their programs to include an element of
Open Inquiry which has resulted in new ideas,

Learning Board development will begin to incorporate a ‘place’ for students which will link to or
provide for ePortfolios

premature and that further work in terms of
scheduling is important to the process.

Design Team work will focus on the role of flexi-

•

Processes for student engagement in the planning in actively selecting, goal-setting, planning
and reflecting on learning will be part of continued research and development

opportunities and collaborations that are benefitting our youngest students.
ePortfolio work focused on further enhancing
the processes associated with students taking
ownership of their own learning. Different portfolio platforms were explored.
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AAS Goals and Strategic Actions

Communication Team’s Role
To further support the implementation of Impacts within the context of Learning at AAS, there were additional
efforts made by the Communications Team to create and present a rebranding initiative to bring the Impacts
into sight within our community. The Learning at AAS penguin was presented to represent the changes and
shifts that lie ahead as a result of the on-going initiatives linked to the strategic work. Posters have been placed
around the school. Additional efforts to engage students in social media campaigns, thought-shares,
action-focused assemblies and active identification of Impacts in the ‘real world’ are on-going.

A growing body of evidence suggests that traditional, efficiency-based
systems of schooling have peaked in terms of their ability to serve our kids,
and that continuing to focus on a more efficient approach (ie. trying to “do
the wrong thing righter”) in a world of accelerating change is increasingly
putting our children’s futures at risk.1

1

10 Principals for Schools of Modern Learning: The Urgent Case for Reimagining Today’s Schools, Will Ricardson and

Bruce Dixon.
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AAS Design Phase

Design Phase
Goal: Engage in Research & Development to Develop the Elements of
Learning Personalized
The strategic work associated with the Design Phase of the strategy plan focused the efforts of five distinct design teams who engaged in research and development around the essential elements of personalized learning.
These five teams were:
Application & Transfer
Flexible Space
Personalized Learning Plans
Tech for Teaching and Learning
Digital Systems
Teams were formed through voluntary interest by teachers, leaders and in some cases parents. Each team was
facilitated by a team of co-leads. Much of the earlier stages of the design team work focused on the following:
•

Determining the purpose and outcomes for the team.

•

Learning the skills and strategies needed to be a Design Team Lead.

•

Understanding the work of a design team is different than the work of a committee

•

Developing a level of divergent thinking in order to accommodate design work

•

Engaging in research, ideation and development within a limited framework of time, availability and
opportunity.

Imperative to the design team work that will take place in 2017-18 and beyond is the critical need to rethink
and change the current model of gathering teams to engage in the deep-dive experiences associated with research and development. This will clearly require creative thinking, scheduling, and planning.
On the following pages, each design team will provide insights and foresights into their work. Proposals are
offered and reflect the link between the research explored and the readiness of AAS to begin making the
necessary shifts as part of the journey of adaptive change toward a more comprehensive understanding of
Learning at AAS.
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AAS Application & Transfer

Creating a culture of future-ready learning that is active,
authentic, and transferable, beyond the walls of AAS.
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AAS Application & Transfer

Application & Transfer

Design Team

Team Leads: Maureen Carpenter & Andrea Coffey

Introduction

This Design Team worked largely at the divisional level with opportunities to coordinate all-school approaches
to using Application & Transfer (A&T) as a vehicle to:
2017-2018
•

Embed the Impacts in written, assessed, and instructed curriculum

•

Prototype inquiry-driven, interdisciplinary, multi-age, and authentic approaches to learning that are both
collaborative and individual

•

Co-design learning goals, processes, and experiences

•

Establish frameworks to support planning that are aligned with best practice approaches to curriculum
development

2018-2019 and beyond
•

Create an environment where the transfer of learning and taking action are common goals

•

Embed service learning in our PK-12 curriculum

•

Engage students at appropriate levels to dig deeply into areas of interest and passion independently

•

Establish a framework for assessment and feedback that is consistent and allows for inquiry into learning
and growth across disciplines and grades
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AAS Application & Transfer

Essential Questions
What are the implications
for student learning in
the development of the
Impacts of Self-directed
Learning, Global-mindedness, Social Intelligence,
and Thinking Skills?

What learning opportunities
empower students to
transfer knowledge and skills
to real world
situations?

Insights and Foresights of the Design Team
Learning is demonstrated and built through the Impacts
In addition to academics, each student’s experience at AAS includes the development of thinking skills,
global-mindedness, social intelligence, and self-directed learning in order to become respectful life-long
learners who contribute to the world around them.
Learning is interdisciplinary and project-based
Students who are engaged in experiential learning and assessments weave disciplines together in order to
pose and address problems in an authentic way.
Learning is inquiry-driven
Inquiry is an approach to learning that provides opportunities for students by allowing them to be problem-posers, taking ownership in their academic and holistic development by incorporating their interests
and passions.
Learning should be inclusive of student voice and choice
Self-directed learning is fostered when students have voice and choice.
Learning requires flexible grouping opportunities
Students develop social intelligence and global-mindedness through multi-age, collaborative, and individual experiences.
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AAS Application & Transfer

All-School Proposals
Proposals

Timeline

What is the benefit
to students?

Additional time and resources for

2017-2018

As our understanding of active, transferrable, authentic

further designing and prototyping

learning progresses, students’ experiences will be more
engaging and deep.

Research effective service learning

2017-2019

Students will develop Global-mindedness though an instruc-

models in international schools for

tional model that involves investigation, preparation, ac-

implementation

tion, reflection, and demonstration of service to the community.

Determine purpose and efficacy of

2017-2018

Advisory program in MS and HS

We will uncover the model that best fits the needs of AAS
and pushes each student to be a Socially Intelligent, Self-directed Learner.

Elementary School Proposals
Proposals

Timeline

What is the benefit
to students?

Prototype single-subject integration

2017-2018

Students will have access to authentic, integrated learn-

within a unit of inquiry

ing experiences, which will allow them to see connections
through Global-mindedness.

Cross-grade collaboration prototype

2017-2018

in grades 4 and 5
Prototype Senses Awakened mindfulness activities

Students will develop Thinking Skills in a setting that requires the application of Social Intelligence.

Beginning

Students will be able to begin the day as Self-directed Learn-

August 2017

ers, making choices about what they need to be successful.
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AAS Application & Transfer

Middle School Proposals
Proposals

Timeline

What is the benefit
to students?

2017-2018

Students will apply Thinking Skills and Global-mindedness as they con-

Prototype collaboration
across the curriculum

nect ideas and content across the curriculum.

Provide professional

2017-2018

•

Students will learn through units that empower them to make

development in

connections and collaborate using Thinking Skills and Social

project-based learning and

Intelligence.

prototype interdisciplinary

•

units in core classes

They will apply knowledge to interdisciplinary, real-world situations that build Global-mindedness.

•

Students will have opportunities to make choices and be
Self-directed in their learning.

High School Proposals
Proposals
Prototype

project-based

What is the benefit
to students?

Timeline
courses

2017-2018

•

Students will learn through units that empower them

within the current offerings and

to make connections and collaborate using Thinking

schedule

Skills and Social Intelligence.
•

Possibilities may include:
•

Intro to Economics

•

US History

•

Global Awareness

They will apply knowledge to real-world situations that
build Global-mindedness.

•

Students will have opportunities to make choices and
be Self-directed in their learning.

Investigate options for mentor/

2017-2018

•

internship program

An internship program would allow students to demonstrate the Impacts in a real-world setting determined
by their own interests.

•

This investigation will design the best model of a mentor program for our community.

* Budgetary Implication: $110,000 - to cover school visits and/or possible consultant work

Respectfully submitted by:
Maureen Carpenter
Andrea Coffey
Julie Villers
Anne Godfrey
Erik Bullock
Erin Pedder
Nina Mamina
Jenn Treinen
Aleksandra Arnold
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Literacy Coordinator
Secondary Years Curriculum Coordinator
Kindergarten Teacher
Grade 5 Teacher
MS Science HoD
MS Learning Support
HS World Languages
HS English
Parent

AAS Flexible Space

Flexible Space
Design Team

Team Leads: Leigh Anne Toler & Heath Buggs

Introduction

As charged by the Strategic Plan for 2016/2017, the Flexible Space Design Team has engaged in extensive research on learning environments and their impact on student learning. Our research and subsequent proposals will enable the pedagogical shifts underway at AAS to help prepare our students for success in the future.
Our team is representative of the school community, comprised of faculty members from all three divisions,
representatives of the administrative team, and a very dedicated parent. To stay within the parameters of time
set for design work, our team collaborated both in person through monthly morning meetings and electronically via Google Classroom.
Through our research and collaboration with other design teams, we have determined several concrete proposals for how AAS can focus our efforts on facility design to best support the pedagogical shifts happening at
AAS and positively impact student learning.

...make [learning environments] the most visible
manifestation of what you want education to be.1
1 Prakash Nair, Fielding Nair International
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AAS Flexible Space

Essential Questions

How do learning
environments support best practice
in teaching and
learning?

What programming
are we NOT able to
offer our students
due to limitations
of space?

20

Are our learning
environments at
AAS helping to
equip students
for success in the
21st Century?

AAS Flexible Space

Insights and Foresights of the Design Team
INSIGHT 1
Form follows function. Teaching and learning practices should shape the facility design, not the other way
around. Modifications to our facility should only occur when they clearly support the intended learning of our
students. Any shifts in pedagogical practice in turn requires shifts in learning environments to best support
learning.
The Application and Transfer (A&T) Design Team has defined essential teaching and learning practices here at
AAS as being:

FORESIGHTS
•

IMPACT-focused

Rethinking AAS learning spaces to support best practice

•

Transdisciplinary

pedagogy would include:

•

Project-Based

•

Inquiry-driven

•

Inclusive

of

•

Commons”) to allow for a variety of learning modalities;
Student

Voice & Choice
•

a significant increase in open spaces (i.e. “Learning

Incorporates a variety
of Learning Modalities

•

an increase in small-group collaboration spaces;

•

more direct access to nature and “green spaces”;

•

additional purpose-built spaces for more “hands-on”,
experiential learning including tinkering, design, and
creation.
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AAS Flexible Space
INSIGHT 2
AAS’s current facility is limiting the scale and scope of programming offered to students. Student and
staff surveys suggest there are programs AAS cannot currently offer to our students due to limitations in
space. Essential programs not currently on offer to AAS students include (but not limited to):

FORESIGHTS
Therefore, additional space and modifications to existing
•

Makerspaces and Tinker Labs;

•

Design and Innovation Labs;

•

Greenhouse/Cultivation Programs;

•

A variety of Athletic and Activity
based-programs, including track
& field, cricket, gymnastics, rugby, Robotics, cooking/nutrition
programs, etc.

space are needed to provide essential programming for our
students. Such modifications would include (but are not
limited to):
•

Adding Makerspaces;

•

Repurposing divisional Computer Labs to become
Innovation Labs;

•

Creating interactive, natural “green” spaces, both
indoor and outdoor, across the school;

•

Creating large, open “Learning Commons” areas;

•

Expansion of “active” learning spaces, both indoor and
outdoor.

INSIGHT 3
Environmental elements such as light, sound, design, comfortability, and accessibility significantly
impact student learning. The overall design of the AAS facility needs modernizing which would increase
student engagement for all learners, thus leading to enhanced learning. Such improvements include:
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•

greater access to natural light;

•

softer artificial lighting;

•

acoustical engineering to reduce sound pollution;

•

redesign of color schemes and other eco-friendly design features;

•

greater openness and flow of space to promote a one-school feel;

•

more comfortable, flexible, age and developmentally-appropriate furniture.

AAS Flexible Space

Proposal One:
Modernize the AAS Moscow facility to support shifting practices in
teaching and learning.
Goals

Actions
Research other international schools who have engaged

Timeline
Spring 2016

in similar processes via a Google Form to the PTC network.
1. Develop school-wide Facility Design Drivers, underpinned by “best
practices” in teaching and learning,
to support Learning at AAS.

Bring in Fielding Nair International (FNI), a world-re-

June 2016

nowned educational architecture organization, to conduct
a Discovery Visit resulting in establishing essential facility
design elements (Design Drivers) for AAS.

2. Modify the current PreK space •

Redesign the PreK space to best support the PreK phi-

to enable the program to meet the

losophy.

identified needs of their students, •

Renovate the PreK Space.

based on the newly established PreK •

Provide teacher training on the use of the space, as

philosophy.

needed.
•

Further refine purpose & needs for the space.

3. Modify the 4th/5th “looping” •

Renovate the space.

space to enable the program to •

Provide teacher training on the use of the space, as

better meet the needs of their stu-

needed.

Summer 2016

Summer 2016

dents.
•

Remove wall between MS Russian classroom and re-

4. Prototype the modification and

place with glass sliding doors

refurbishment of MS World Lan- •

Paint a “green wall”

guage learning spaces to better sup- •

Purchase more appropriate & flexible furniture

port the teaching and learning in •

Provide teacher training on the use of the space, as

their small classroom spaces.

needed.

5. Modify and refurbish the ES and
MS Computer Labs to support the
intended flexibility of these spaces to provide access to a variety of
essential programming to our students.

•

Knock down walls and replace some walls with glass.

•

Purchase video/lighting equipment.

•

Replace flooring and furniture for some more approIncrease WhiteBoard space on Walls & tables by using
whiteboard paint.

•

Provide teacher training on the use of the space, as
needed.

Continue researching & purchase appropriate furni-

more flexible, age- and

ture options.

furniture, across all divisions.

2017-2018

priate for building/creation.
•

6. Continue prototyping the use of •
developmentally-appropriate

Summer 2016

•

2017-2018

Monitor its impact on student learning via teacher and
student surveys.
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AAS Flexible Space

Proposal Two:
Elevate the Flexible Space Design Team to become a Strategy for 2017/2018.
Goals

Actions
Identify members of a “AAS Facility Planning” team, representative of faculty, staff, students, parents, administrators, and the Board.
Work with Fielding Nair International (or another educational architecture
firm) to take the findings of the FNI Discovery Report to determine next

Develop a long-range Master AAS
Facility Plan to continue supporting
Learning at AAS.

steps in an AAS Facility Plan.
Continue research and development of future-focused learning environments. This includes, but not limited to:
•

school visits

•

virtual consultations

•

attending conferences

•

purchasing books and other resources

Streamline Storage at AAS.
•

Conduct a storage “audit” to identify current use of storage.

•

Purge unnecessary items and donate usable items to local schools/organizations

* Budgetary Implication: $205,000 - to cover school visits and/or possible consultant work
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AAS Flexible Space

Respectfully submitted by:
Leigh Anne Toler
Heath Buggs
Mikey McKillip
DeeDee Recter
Melissa Macdonald Pellerin
Irena Sheina
Hayley Johnson
Julie Rogers
Kelsey Hedrick
Michelle Robson
Erica Holt Fursova

Unit Design & Assess Coordinator
ES Teacher
ES Assistant Principal
ES Teacher
ES Teacher
MS Teacher
MS Teacher
HS Teacher
Librarian
Parent
HR Director
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AAS Personalized Learning Plan

Personalized learning is a progressively student-driven model in which students deeply
engage in meaningful, authentic, and rigorous challenges to demonstrate desired outcomes.1

1 Zmuda, Curtis, and Ullman, Learning Personalized: The Evolution of the Contemporary Classroom (2015),
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AAS Personalized Learning Plan

Personalized Learning Plan (PLP)
Design Team

Team Leads: Meg Oliveira & Cindi Hogwood

Introduction
This Design Team had a specific task: to design and prototype a Personalized Learning Plan (PLP) and process
for AAS.
The Personalized Learning Plan (PLP) Design Team was formed to envision and recommend how personalized
learning could and should be planned and documented at the Anglo-American School of Moscow. The following summarizes the foundational principles and objective of a Personalized Learning Plan (PLP), the roles of
our community in a personalized learning plan, as well as the possible challenges and actions that should be
considered as our school moves towards this end. We present this document as the consensus thinking of our
team.

•

What is a Personalized Learning Plan?
In short, a PLP is a personalized learning map of a student’s learning based upon the collaborative efforts

of the student and the community that supports him or her that includes a variety of metrics and artifacts to
document that student’s learning.

•

At the heart of a personalized learning plan is first the student, then the teacher and parents. It

should be based on each student’s needs, interests and competencies. Through their collaboration, a balance
is set where a student can pursue their passions and discoveries, while still addressing the prescribed learning outcomes of the curricula.

• Personalized learning promotes and adheres to a growth mindset where students focus on their
personal learning journey. He or she learns to self-evaluate their skills and considers next steps based
upon where he or she is in that journey. Students engage in goal setting and tasks to ensure success. While
all students are accountable to high expectations, these expectations are unique to each child’s documented
capabilities and abilities.

•

Each student has ownership of a learning profile. It is an opportunity for EACH student to drive, de-

termine, and reflect upon their educational past and their future. Students drive their education, while the
teachers are there to enhance and support. It is a “living document” meaning that it can be modified at any
time.

•

A PLP must be flexible to meet the changing needs of the student it serves. Within the process of collab-

oration and learning, students are given the time and tools to reflect on their learning and mistakes, change
course and re-evaluate their intended outcomes. For this to work, students must also have appropriate,
designated time in his/her daily schedule, flexible groups where students can gain insight and support from
like-minded students not necessarily within their age group or grade.

•

While a PLP does include projects such as the PYP Exhibition or capstone projects, it extends beyond these

and into every aspect of a child’s learning process. It is evident in all disciplines and may even extend beyond school walls to include learning experiences in the real-world or other learning institutions.
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AAS Personalized Learning Plan

Essential Questions
Is AAS ready, as a school, to consider
grouping students by interest/ability
rather than age?

How might students be
paired with teachers/mentors to be optimally guided
and supported through the
PLP process?

Do we have time in our daily school
schedule to implement the PLP,
both the product and the process?
If not, are we willing to change
our schedule, possibly cutting other demands, to make time for the
implementation of the PLP?

Does this PLP serve the
needs of our students in a
transient community?
What role does the PLP
have in formal reporting (report cards)?

Insights and Foresights of the Design Team
Rationale: The following points were identified by the team as the primary reasons why students
and teachers at AAS need PLP:
• Make Impacts alive for students
• Identify and activate students’ interests and passions
• Ensure authentic learning experiences and reflection
• Help students identify an “end” (What are they shooting for?)
• Capture meaningful evidence of learning
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AAS Personalized Learning Plan
INSIGHTS:
A PLP is a plan and a process which facilitates a student’s learning journey.
•

It is a plan and a dynamic process that requires systems to address both documentation, planning,
and reflecting regularly and in meaningful ways.

•

While the plan and the process are interrelated, it is necessary to have the components of the plan
first to build the process around.

•

It should not be a static document that is created and then stored away for long periods of time.

•

It should not be an ILP for every student.

•

The PLP process impacts and is impacted by a great number of factors, including both time and
scheduling.

The PLP process views students as “learners”, regardless of time or space, and recognizes that learning
can take place anytime, anywhere, and should be valued at all times.
•

The PLP process must be structured such that it occurs across classes; it must not be a system of
individual plans for individual classes.

A PLP is an integral element in the success of student learning and growth, and to be fully realized will
require a school wide shift in pedagogy.

FORESIGHTS:
• As an evolving process, the PLP should begin by helping students to know themselves as learners, then move to incorporate Impacts, standards, and goals.
•

The PLP process and eventual digital platform must be engaging and interactive for all developmental levels. It must be “active and interactive”.
The PLP process must be continually revisited to ensure alignment with the goals and
mission of AAS; it must not become a system that is “set in stone”.

•

There must (will need to be) be greater communication and collaboration with others at AAS
responsible for time and scheduling, as the PLP process must not be an “add-on” for teachers
or students into their current school day.

•

To realize the Design Team’s vision for PLPs at AAS will take time; the process will need to
evolve alongside AAS as the school moves down the path toward greater personalization.

•

The plan must distinguish between teacher terminology and user-friendly student and parent
vocabulary.
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Plan.Learning
Final Report
Personalized
Plan

Proposals

Rationale

Timeline

1. Conduct an objective time au-

If the PLP is to sit at the heart of a student’s academic

First Semester

day, theoretically it should replace or make obsolete

2017-2018

dit throughout the school to identify
area where time may be used differently and/or more efficiently.

2.

Create and Design the compo-

nents in Learning Board that allows
for a place for PLPs that can be
interacted with and accessed by
students, teachers, and parents.

3. Conduct systematic, staged pro-

totyping of the PLP process across

divisions to continue to develop and
refine both the process and the plan.

other practices - what are they? Where in the school
day, in each division, will the PLP fit?
Potential Resources:
•

Rives & Associates

•

Parthenon EY

•

Bain & Company

A dynamic process requires a dynamic system in or-

Tier 1: June 2018

der to ensure maximum engagement and to increase

Tier 2: June 2019

motivation with students and teachers. A paper doc-

Tier 3: June 2020

ument will not offer the flexibility that a robust digital
system might.
The Design Team recognises that to fully realise the Design Team Memvision of the benefits of PLPs, there will need to be a bers: 2017-2018
journey unto itself, and must be taken in manageable Design Team Memsteps. The Team also recognises that the process will bers & Selected
evolve over time and will need to continuing refine- Teachers: 2018-2019
ment.

Full Implementation:
2019-2020

4.

Continue to research and study

PLPs and elements of PLPs being implemented in other schools, including conducting targeted school visits
to highly successful schools using a
PLP system.

5.

Continue the work of the PLP

Design Team in an integrated format which includes members of the
original, dedicated PLP team, as well
as representatives from each of the
other Design Teams.

The Design Team has spent considerable time inves-

Ongoing, emphasis

tigating PLPs, yet it recognises that even more time is

on 2017/2018

necessary in order to continue to learn ways to develop and refine the process at AAS. Continuing to learn
about how other schools are managing this journey
will inform our own process as well.
The team has discovered that PLPs, when done well,

Ongoing, emphasis

will impact and be impacted by many other facets of

on 2017/2019

the school. The development work of each Design
Team is essential to inform the continued development of the PLP, and vice versa. Creating team with
representatives of each Design Team will ensure that
all development, for all teams, is harmonious and
avoids the creation of inadvertent conflicts between
teams with ideas moving the school in different directions.

* Budgetary Implication: $15,000 - to cover school visits and/or possible consultant work
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Respectfully submitted by:
Meg Oliveira
Cynthia Hogwood
Michelle Alzamora
Karisti Cormier
Dr. Jay Wilson
Bryn Will
Sharon Ronan
Brendan Canavan
Jane Fogel
Joseph Khan
Paul Mooney
Rick Olson
Ellen Sligh

SEN Coordinator
Gifted and Talented Coordinator
ES Principal
MS Assistant Principal
School Psychologist
HS Counselor
ES Counselor
ES Teacher
MS Teacher
HS Teacher
HS Teacher
ES Teacher
ES Teacher
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AAS Tech for Teaching & Learning

Creating a culture of learning where technology allows all members of AAS
to pursue personalized learning and develop Impacts.
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AAS Tech for Teaching & Learning

Tech for Teaching & Learning

Design Team

Team Leads: Paul Carpenter & Cary Hart

Introduction

As leads of the Technology for Teaching & Learning, we have been learning, defining, and refining how to lead
a design process.
Our team started by casting a wide net into research as suggested in the Strategy Plan last spring (investigating
blended learning strategies, online courses, and adaptive learning platforms). At our first full group meeting,
we established a common understanding of the overall Learning at AAS initiative and its origins/purpose. Next
we met in subgroups to share research and areas of interest. Then some met to familiarize ourselves with the
2016 version of the International Society for Technology (ISTE) student standards, finding connections with
these as a means of facilitating student and teacher work towards the Learning at AAS Impacts (Thinking Skills,
Self-Directed Learning, Social Intelligence, Global-Mindedness).
Looking forward, we have disbanded our initial team to re-organize our design process more strategically:
partnering with early-adopter teachers to pilot and prototype ideas, working at the divisional level with appropriate strategies, and targeting specific tech integration to support teacher and student work toward Impacts.
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AAS Tech for Teaching & Learning

Essential Questions
How do we (everyone at AAS)
evaluate and recognize effective
and successful use of
technology?

How do we integrate and
simplify systems that admin,
teachers, and students use
for efficiency, greater
mastery, and confidence with
digital creation and
expression?

How do we decide which
strategies and platforms/
products to spread/push/
support?

How can technology
integration best support
students and teachers
practicing & attaining
IMPACTS?

How can AAS promote and best
support digital literacy and
digital citizenship as
vehicles for attaining IMPACTS?
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Insights and Foresights of the Design Team
INSIGHTS
•

AAS must have technology leadership; it is essential.

•

Consistent, well-planned professional development is needed to support the current student and
teacher BYOD program.

•

Completion of the ISTE Lead & Transform diagnostic tool to assess the 14 critical elements necessary to effectively leverage technology for learning, indicates that these elements are needed at
AAS.

•

A design team for Tech for Teaching and Learning is redundant because the current role of technology integrators already involves a design process:
1) identifying user needs,
2) examining possible solutions,
3) prototyping,
4) revising plans or expanding the strategy.

•

Blended learning strategies and adaptive learning platforms expand opportunities for teachers
and students to personalize learning, including differentiation and autonomy.

•

Blogs/digital portfolios in ES provide a rich, student-centered means of illustrating a student’s
learning and growth, particularly within the IMPACTS.

FORESIGHTS
•

The design process used by tech integrators should be expanded to curriculum design and classroom
strategy.

•

Embracing and embedding ISTE standards for Students, Teachers, Admin, and Tech Coaches will help to
unify a vision and purpose for technology integration throughout AAS as a key pathway for developing and
demonstrating IMPACTS.

•

Learning Board is a system that will allow students and teachers to curate artifacts/evidence of academic
learning and attainment of IMPACTS.
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Development Proposals
Online Learning
EXPANSION OF

Digital Portfolios
Blended Learning

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Framework Proposals
Develop and communicate a schoolwide vision for implementation
and evaluation of technology.

2017-2019

Embed ISTE standards throughout AAS to foster growth toward
IMPACTS.

2017-2019

Leadership Proposal
Define and hire for a position to guide strategy and educational
decision-making for learning with technology at AAS.

* Budgetary Implication: to be determined for covering the addition of personnel

Respectfully submitted by:
Paul Carpenter
Cary Hart
Devin Cushman
Laurel Ridley
Donna Hinton
Holly Mashburn
Richard Thornley
Andrew Wiese
Vitali Verkhovski
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HS Tech
ES Tech
MS Tech
MS Math
ES Counselor
ES EAL
HS Science
HS Economics
Communications

2017-2018

AAS Digital Systems

Digital Systems
Design Team

aka Learning Board Task Force
Team Leads: Melissa Schaub & Juan Jose Cardenas

Introduction

This Digital Systems Design Team was formed with the intention of first articulating what a digital platform
should do to support the school’s approach to personalizing learning and addressing Impacts, and then, to
create “design principles” and requirements which would form the basis of seeking possible solutions.
In June 2016, AAS chose to build a digital platform for learning tied directly to the curriculum system. Learning
Board was the chosen product based on its direct integration with Unit Planner, AAS’ curriculum system. Its
first component of design and implementation was the recording and reporting system for standards-based
grading and reporting practice in the middle school in Moscow launched in October. In November, the decision
to build Learning Board to replace and improve the curriculum mapping system by Interactive Data Partners
(IDP), the software company behind the system, was made. The time, attention, design and troubleshooting required for these initiatives directly impacted the original objectives of the design team. Logistically, the members could not support this day-to-day work. Development was happening at a much faster rate than design.
The team made a unanimous decision to dissolve its purpose. Four members, working on the immediate design of Learning Board components, were renamed as the Learning Board Task Force.

Both team’s work is

detailed to honor the journey and contributions made by each.
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Essential Questions
How can a system support the aims
of Learning at AAS and the development of Impacts, and be used to
measure a school’s mission?

Why Learning Board? “How do
all stakeholders benefit from
Learning Board for the overall
outcome of improving student
learning?

How does the collection, review
and analysis of BIG DATA in the
form of evidence toward
student learning directly involve
students and engage them in a
personalized learning
experience?

Insights and Foresights of the Design Team
•

The clarity of purpose for a team is critical to their overall efforts, productivity and success.

•

Design work by a volunteer ‘Design Team’ may not be the ‘right’ team

•

Designing new technological software systems, Learning Board, that offer innovative features
requires appropriate research time, discussion and ideation opportunities that grow and expand concepts and a level of tech savvy.

•

Impacts are key elements to be considered in the overall development and function of Learning
Board.
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Learning Board Next Steps
Proposals

1.

Timeline

Fine-tune the basic features of the ‘replacement structures’ that have been at the

focus of the work this year
•

the curriculum mapping system (Foundation)

•

the recording system (Feedback)

•

the reporting system (Reporting)

2.

Design and develop the next level of features associated with the ‘replacement

structures’

3.

2016-2017

2017-2019

Design and develop the key features associated with the top level functioning of

Learning Board, “Interacting with Evidence”.
•

construction of a ‘student space’ (electronic learning portfolios, student ‘My Story’ options)

•

data analytics options with relevant stakeholders views

2017-2019

Anna Smith

Anna Smith
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Respectfully submitted by:
Melissa Schaub
Juan Jose Cardenas
Paul Carpenter
Leigh Anne Toler
Cary Hart
Ross Fraser
Steve Coffey
Andy Coffey
Kelsey Hedrick
Joe George
Clare Lewis
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Director or Learning - Moscow Lead
SP Science, Math, Spanish - St. Petersburg Lead
MS/HS Tech Coordinator
Unit Design & Assess Coordinator
ES Tech Coordinator
Kindergarten Teacher
HS Social Studies
Secondary Years Curriculum Coordinator
Librarian
Counselor
PTO President - Parent

AAS Goals for 2017 - 2018

Projecting Work Ahead
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Goals for 2017-2018
As the first year of entry points and initial implementation of Impacts comes to a close, the goal of putting
Impacts into action for students is at the forefront of planning. The proposals provided by the Design Teams
will feed into the development of all goals and actions for the 2017-2018 school year. The goals and actions in
draft form below involve their own action plans with full details.

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

T
F

Students will develop the cognitive skills and dispositions, the Impacts, as
defined by Learning at AAS.
Goals

Actions

Teacher/Teams goal-setting towards Impacts
Students develop as selfdirected learners.

Teacher PD on project-based learning

Students will use key/

Continue to modernize unit plans to include Impacts

modern thinking skills as

and project-based learning opportunities

appropriate to context.

A
R

Collect baseline evidence of Impacts and
Students will demonstrate
social intelligence for

Performance Areas

D

contributing to a healthy

Focus on enhancing assessment, grading and report
report-

and productive society.

ing for consistency across divisions

Students will develop

Upload Impacts into the AAS technology platform,

a global mindedness
perspective to make

Learning Board, (curriculum system and a ‘student

ES MS HS SP
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

space’ for reflection)

connections across events
and contribute through

Modifications to ‘spaces’ as proposed by Design

action.

Teams; further research and planning into future
spaces in Moscow
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AAS Goals for 2017 - 2018
DESIGN PHASE
AAS will make changes for student learning.
Design Teams

Actions

T
F

ES MS HS SP

Continue to broaden the research and

implementation of pedagogical practice
Application & Transfer

associated with making learning real for

students. Focus on student internship and

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

student engagement in integrated project work

A
R

sit at the heart of the team’s efforts.

As part of a new Strategy Plan will work in

conjunction to further determine the shifting
Flexible Space & Time

practices of pedagogy as related to the physical
space of the facilities. Further research will be
done on the flexibility of time as it relates to
scheduling learning.

D

As linked to the development of Learning
Board, the technology platform for Learning

Personalized Learning:

at AAS, will integrate the needs of student

Student Plans and

engagement in actively selecting, goal-setting,

Process

planning and reflecting on learning as both
a process as well as a structure within the
student space to be created.
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CONTACT INFO
1 Beregovaya St, 125367 Moscow, Russia
Phone: +7 (495) 231-4488

www.aas.ru

